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The invention relates to new and useful
1 is a side view with parts in sec
improvements in button sewing machines, tionFigure
and
parts
showing the button
and more particularly to a button sewing sewing machineremoved,
embodying
the improve
machine for sewing flat buttons to fabrics. ments;
5 An object of the invention is to provide Fig. 2 is a similar view of the other side SS
a button sewing machine which is of few of the button sewing machine;
parts, simple in construction, including a Fig. 3 is an enlarged view, partly in side
stitching mechanism for stitching the but elevation
and partly in section, showing the
ton to the fabric, a thread cutter and holder end of the work supporting member, the
10 for cutting the threads and holding the button clamp and the needle;
looper thread, and a tension release and Fig. 4 is a plan view of the button clamp 60
pull-off, wherein the cutter and tension re and fabric support;
lease and pull-off are actuated in proper
5. is a sectional view on the line a, a
timing with the stitching of the button to ofFig.
Fig. 3;
15 the fabric by a single control disk.
Fig. 6 is a view, in part similar to Fig. 5,
A further object of the invention is to but showing the thread deflector in opera 65
provide a machine of the above type with tion for moving the threads into contact
a stop mechanism for automatically stop
the cutter;
ping the machine after a predetermined with
Fig.
is a detail showing the cutter, the
20 number of stitches have been placed through thread 7deflector
and the thread clamping 70
the eyes of the button.
device
for
holding
the looper thread after
A still further object of the invention is it is cut;
to provide a button sewing machine wherein Fig. 8 is a perspective view of the needle
the button is stitched to the fabric by a
retainer associated with the looper;
25 needle which is moved laterally so as to loop
Fig.
is a plan view of the fabric sup 75
enter first one eye and then another of the porting9member
with parts broken away and
button, and wherein the thread carrying removed to show the looper, loop retainer,
looper cooperates with the needle beneath thread cutter, thread deflector and holding
the fabric, and the loop retainer holding the member
with the deflector;
30 needle thread loop back on the looper as Fig. 10cooperating
is
a
sectional
view on the line b, b 80
sists in the stitch formation.
of Fig. 3;
A still furtlier object of the invention is . Fig. 11 is a perspective view of the sup
to provide a button sewing machine of the porting
bed for the throat plate showing the
above type with means for shifting the but construction
and manner of mounting the
35 ton and fabric laterally so that the needle yielding thread
holder;
may be caused to pass through first one Fig. 12 is a sectional view on the line c, a 85
pair of eyes and then another.
of Fig. 1;
A still further object of the invention is Fig. 13 is a sectional view on the line d, d.
to provide a machine of the above type of Fig. 12;
40 wherein the lateral movement of the needle
Fig. 14 is a detail in perspective showing
bar may be varied, and also the lateral move the actuating rocker for the thread deflector; 90
ment of the button holder, so that the ma
15 is a detail in perspective showing.
chine may be adjusted for stitching but theFig.
control
disk, the rocker arm for shifting
tons of different sizes to fabrics.
the
button
and
fabric, and also showing the
45
These and other objects will in part be tension release and
pull-off;
obvious and will in part be hereinafter more Fig. 16 is a sectional view through the 95
fully disclosed.
control disk, and the supporting frone,
In the drawings which show by way of showing
the mannel" of mounting the control
illustration one embodiment of the inven disk, showing
the construction of the head
50 tion
on the rocker arm for shifting the button 00

2
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holder, and also showing the rocker for re
leasing the tension and pulling thread from
the supply;
Fig.17 is a detail in section, showing the
oscillating gate for supporting the needle
bar and the connection for oscillating the

holder includes a control disk having con

centric grooves formed therein. This disk
rotates continuously during the stitching of

the button. The button holder and fabric

are
shifteda by
a rocker
having
a head
carrying
yielding
studarm
which
is adapted

O

to seat in one of the concentric grooves.
stud and the groove are shaped so
Fig. 18 is a view on an enlarged scale The
that
by
a slight pressure on the rocker arm 75
showing in section, the button clamp, the it may be
shifted from one groove to the
O button, and the fabric, with the first loop of other, and after it is shifted, it will remain
stitches formed in one pair of eyes in the in its set position. The shifting of the rock
button;
arm is brought about by cams carried by
Fig.19 is a similar view, but showing the er
the
disk. The machine is provided 80
button shifted so that the needle may form. withcontrol
a
stop
mechanism
for stopping the ma
stitches,
in
the
other
pair
of
eyes;
5
chine
after
a
predetermined
number of
Fig. 20 is a similar view, but showing the
are formed. The control disk is so
completion of the second group of stitches; stitches
relative to the stop mechanism, that
Fig. 21 is a view similar to Fig. 20, show. set
when the machine is set into operation, a 85
ing the button as again shifted laterally for group
of stitches will be formed in one pair
20 the finishing of group of stitches in the of eyes, after which the button is shifted,
first pair of eyes, also showing the looper and a group of stitches made in the other
moved laterally out of normal position and pair of eyes, and then the button is again
the thread cutting and clamping devices for shifted back for the finishing of the group
cutting the threads and clamping the looper of stitches in the first pair of eyes.
00
25 thread;
Associated with the looper beneath the
Fig. 22 is a view of the actuating pulley, fabric
support is a combined thread cutter
the end of the main shaft and the mecha and clamp.
The cutter is stationary and
nism for connecting the pulley to the main the needle thread
and looper thread are 95
shaft and for stopping the machine at a brought into engagement
with the cutter by
predetermined time;
a
thread
deflector.
There
is a yielding
Fig. 23 is a sectional view on the line e, e holding member which cooperates
with the
of Fig. 22, and
deflector
in
the
clamping
of
the
threads,
Fig. 24 is a view similar to Fig. 23, with
this deflector is operated by a control 00
the pawl and eccentric for turning the and
disk and at the proper time to cut the
ratchet position.
removed and with the parts in threads
35 stopped
after the finishing of the stitching
of
the
button
been accomplished and
The invention is directed to a button sew just before the has
machine
stops. The deflec
ing machine for stitching flat buttons to , tor will hold the looper thread
un 05
fabric. The machine is capable of stitching til a series of stitches have beenclamped
formed
in
either a two-eyed button or a four-eyed but. the next button stitching operation. Means.
ton, by a very simple adjustment of the is provided for releasing the tension on the
parts of the machine. The machine in needle thread and for pulling thread from
cludes a needle which is mounted in a gate
supply. This tension releasing and e
for lateral oscillation, so that the needle may the
pull-off
means is likewise actuated by the
AS pass through first one eye and then another control disk.
in the button. Cooperating with the needle Referring more in detail to the drawings,
is a thread carrying looper, and cooperating the improved button sewing machine in
with the looper is a loop retainer for mov
a supporting bed 1 carrying a stand
ing and holding the needle thread loop back cludes
ard 2 having an overhanging arrn 3 provid 5
on
the
looper,
so
as
to
insure
that
the
needle
O
with a needle head 4. Pivotally sup
will pass into the triangle formed by the body. ed
ported
the needle head 4 is a needle gate
of the looper, the needle thread loop and 5. Thisonneedle
gate 5 is pivoted on a ver
the looper thread running from the eye of .
bar 6. Reciprocating in the gate 5 is 120
the looper to the previous stitch. The tical
a needle bar 7 carrying a needle 8. The
55 means for oscillating the needle bar gate is needle bar is reciprocated by means of a
capable of adjustment so that different size lever 9 which is pivoted at 10 to the over
buttons may be stitched to the fabric. The hanging arm 3. The lever is oscillated by
button is held by a button, clamp. which is an eccentric strap. 11 cooperating with an
adjustable for ifferent size buttons, and
on the main shaft. 12. The needle 25.
this button clamps is adapted to be shifted eccentric
gate
is
oscillated
by means of a link 13.
laterally of the plane of oscillation of the This link 13 is pivoted
15
needle, so that the button may be positioned which is fulcrumed at at16.14 Ato arodlever
17
so that the needle will enter the other pair pivoted at 18 to the lower end of the leveris
of eyes therein when stitching a four-eyed
S.
button. The means for shifting the button 15. This rod is provided with a forked end
same;
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19 (see Fig. 13), which straddles a concen at the proper time, and will move away from
tric member 20 on the counter shaft 12. A the
so as to release the needle thread
gear 23 meshes with a gear 23 on the main looplooper
and
allow
it to pass off from the end of
shaft 12. The rod is provided with a stud the looper. This
has a limited
21 on which is mounted a roller running in oscillation, so thatloopitretainer
engages
needle 70
a groove 22 formed in the side face of the thread loop adjacent the path ofthe
the
needle
gear 23 which is fixed to the shaft 12. As after the needle has risen, and it then moves
the shaft rotates, it will impart an endwise
on the looper holding the needle thread
movement to the rod 17, which oscillates the back
loop
well
back on the looper, so as to insure
0 lever 15, and through the link 13, will os
that
the
needle will pass into its thread
cillate the needle bargate. The pivotal con triangle formed
the body of the looper,
nection between the rod 17 and the lever 15 the needle threadby
loop
the looper thread
is adjustable along a slot 24, and thus it running from the eye and
of
the
looper to the
is that the lateral vibration imparted to fabric being stitched. This loop
retainer
15 the needle may be varied.
t
and
the
operating
mechanism
therefor,
form 80
Cooperating with the needle beneath the no part of the present invention, except
in
work support is a thread carrying looper its embodiment in the button sewing ma
25. This thread carrying looper 25 is fixed chine. The invention per se in this mecha
to a shaft 26 located in an arm 27 rigidly
20 carried by the standard 2 of the machine. nism, forms the subject-matter of my co
pending application, Serial No. 197,068, filed
The shaft 26 is oscillated for moving the June
1927.
looper into and out of the needle thread The7,yoke
is fixed at its upper end to
loop by the usual connection with the main a bar 37 by 34
means
of a bolt 38. This bar
shaft of the machine. The looper shaft is
25 moved endwise for giving to the looper a 37 takes the place of the usual feed bar in
this cylinder arm type of machine. The 90
needle avoiding movement; likewise by the bar
at 39 so as to slide on a pin 40,
usual devices in this type of machine. and istheforked
bar is moved endwise by means of a
There is nothing new in the construction link 41 actuated
by a slotted arm 42 rocked
of the looper actuating mechanism, and
30 therefore, detail description thereof is not in the usual manner. By adjusting the link,
the amount of reciprocation imparted to the
thought necessary. The looper moves back bar
37 may be varied, and thus the amount of
and forth in a fixed path, while the needle lateral
movement given the loop retainer
shifts its position from one eye of the button
to the other. The looper, however, is so . varied.
drawings, the button is shown at B.
positioned that it moves in the plane of It Inis the
a flat button having four eyes. The 100
oscillation of the needle when moved into button
held by a button clamp consisting
the needle thread loop, and therefore, the of threeis holding
43, 44 and 45. The
looper cooperates... with the needle in both jaw 43 is fixed to jaws
a
bar
46 which is pivoted
of its lateral positions.
at
47
to
a
supporting
plate
The jaw 44
40
Associated with the looper is a loop re is fixed to a bar 49 which is 48.
pivoted
to
tainer 28. This loop retainer 28 is carried said supporting plate 48. Mountedaton50the
at the outer end of an elbow arm 29. This plate 48 is a slide 51. This slide 51 is con
elbow arm is formed integral with a sleeve nected to a cam actuating plate 52 beneath
30 mounted on a rod 31 and held thereon by the
bars 46 and 49. The bars 46 and 49 are
r the nuts 32, 32. The rod extends through a
provided
with cam faces 53 which face each O
suitable bearing 33 in the arm 27, and at other. Mounted
cam actuating plate
its inner end is secured to a yoke 34. This is a roller 54 whichonistheadapted
engage the
yoke is moved bodily endwise of the arm, cam faces 53. The bars 46 andto 49
are also
and
this
imparts
an
endwise
movement
to
provided
with
opposed
cam
faces
55,
55 and
50 the rod 31. The sleeve 30 is capable of
a
roller
56
carried
by
this
cam
actuated
plate
oscillation on the rod. This is accomplished engages these cam faces. It will be noted
by extending the elbow arm 29 so as to pro that when the slide is moved endwise, to the
vide a second arm 35. On the looper shaft, right
as shown in Fig. 4, the roller 56 will
26 is a cam member 36. This cam member separate
faces 55, and at this time,
36 is adapted to engage the elbow arm at a the rollerthe54cam
moving
from the cam ach
point below the elbow therein, and it also faces 53 will permit theaway
bars
46 and 49 to
engages the arm 35. As the cam rotates, swing on their pivots and the jaws
to move
it will positively oscillate the loop retainer toward each other, so as to clamp the
but
28. The looper during its oscillation is ton. The jaw 45 is fixed to the cam actuat
moved laterally, and so is the retainer moved
plate 52, and therefore, when the slide
laterally by the endwise movement imparted ing
has
to the right as stated, the jaw
to the rod 31. These lateral movements, 45 ismoved
brought
engagement with the
however, are timed so that the loop retainer button. Thus upit into
is that the button is
will move across the face of the looper, so
85 as to engage the needle thread loop thereon clamped by the combined action of the jaws
43, 44 and 45. When the slide 51 is moved

4
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of this
stud isenda E.
in the opposite direction, then the jaws will Centrally
lug 84 having
its outer
roundedPrs
at 85.
be moved away from each other and will re 'Said
lug
is
forced
outwardly
by
means
of
lease the button. This slide is moved back 8. spring 86. A control disk 87 is provided
and forth by means of a hand lever 57. The with gear teeth 88 which mesh with a pin 70
hand lever 57 is pivoted at 58 to the sup ion 89 on the counter shaft 12, so that as.
porting plate 48, and is provided with a slot the counter shaft rotates, the control disk
59 which engages a pin 60 on the slide 51. will be rotated through this gear connec
A spring 61 normally swings the hand lever tion.
The control disk 87 is provided with 75
so as to hold the jaws in button clamping two concentric
grooves 90 and 91. The
position.
An
adjustable
stop
62
is
provided
()
round
head
85
of
the lug 84 is adapted to
for limiting the movement of the hand lever. fit into this concentric
When later
This stop is slotted at 63 so as to slide on a all pressure is applied, groove.
the
round
head will
holding screw 64. A set screw 65 is pro. slip out of one concentric groove and
move 80
vided for securing the stop in adjusted posi over into the other. When the rounded
tion.
one concentric groove, the fabric
The under faces of the jaws 43, 44 and 45 head is inplate
and button holder are set so
are provided with serrations or teeth 66. shifting
that
the
needle
in its vibration, pass
On the end of the work supporting arm 27 first into one eyewill,
and
then another of one 85
there is a fabric supporting plate 67 with a pair of eyes in the button,
when this
slot 68 therethrough, in which the needle op rocker arm is shifted and theand
yielding
stud
erates. A fabric shifting plate 69 lies be engages the other concentric groove, then
tween the under face of the jaws and the the button holder will be positioned for the
fabric supporting plate 67. This fabric needle in its vibrations, to pass through first
shifting plate 69 has an opening 70 there one eye and then the other of the other pair 90
2 through.
eyes in the button.
The shifting plate and the jaws are moved ofThe
frame 80 is slotted at 92, and
laterally in the following manner. The sup the linkrock
79 is attached to a bolt 93 which
porting plate 48 is carried by a head 71 on is shiftable
in the slot, and it is held in its 95
the lower end of a presser bar 72, which is adjusted positions
in the slot by a locking
of the usual construction. The head 71 is handle 94. By shifting
position of the
provided with inwardly projecting, flanges connection of the link 79the
to
the
rock frame,
78 which engage grooves in the side walls the extent of lateral movement imparted
of the plate 48. This permits the plate 48 the button holder is varied, and thus it tois
to move freely back and forth in a hori that the machine ay be adjusted together OC
Zontal plane on the head 71. - The presser
the changing of the throw of the needle
bar, of course, is forced downwardly by a with
bar
for
buttons of various sizes,
yielding spring, and can be raised by the where thestitching
eyes
are
together or farther
usal hand lever. When the presser bar is apart. The end ofcloser
the
link
79, when adjust 10:
raised,
the
plate
48
and
the
button
holding
ed
to
extreme
upper
position,
is directly over
4.) jaws supported thereby will be raised from the axis of the pivot for the frame 80, and
the fabric shifting plate.
these adjustments, the button clamp is
The rear end of the plate 48 is pivoted with
not
shifted
at 74 to the lower end of a lever arm, 75 stitched. and a two-hole button may be.
which in turn is mounted on a shaft 76 The control disk is provided with two
5 tached
mountedto the
in head
a supporting
bracket 77 at cams 95 and 96. When the yielding stud
of the machine. The rear is
the outer congentric groove, the con
end of the plate 48 does not move up and trolincam
the roller 83 and
down. It is only the forward end of the force the 95studwilloutengage
of
the
outer concentric
plate where it is attached to the head 71 groove over into the inner concentric
carried by the presser bar that is raised When the cam 96 engages the rollergroove.
it
and lowered. The rear end
offabric
the shift
plate will force this yielding stud from the 83,
inner
The
turns on its pivot only.
groove outwardly and over into
ing plate 69 is fixed at its rear end to the concentric
the
outer
concentric
lever arm 75, and therefore, this shiftable The button sewinggroove.
is provided 2
plate is not raised with the presser bar, but with a stop mechanism machine
for
stopping
the ma
the
shifting
plate
and
the
supporting
plate
chine
at
a
predetermined
time.
This
will
48 together with the jaws, will be shifted be described later. It is noted at this point,
laterally of the plane of vibration of the however, that these cams 95 and 96 may be
needle when the lever arm 75 is swung on its positioned relative to the stop mecha
supporting shaft 76. The upper end of the so
nism, that the shifting of the holder may
lever arm 75 is pivoted at 78 to a link 79. occur
any time desired in the stitching
The link 79 is in turn connected to a rock of the atbutton
relative to the time when the
frame 80 having, a rock arm 81. The rock machine will stop.
I prefer to set the cams
arm 8i, is provided at its free end with a or
the stop mechanism so that the machine l
65 stud 82 on which is mounted a roller 83.
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5

will be started when the roller 83 is midway limb of the needle thread loop on the looper
between the two cams, and, therefore, a group and
looper thread running from the eye
of four stitches may be made, then the but of thethelooper
the previous stitch, and car
ton and fabric shifted laterally, where the ry the threadstoback,
first causing the same
entire group of stitches in the other pair to contact with the yielding
holder 99. This 70
of eyes are made, and after this has been yielding holder is free to slide
beneath the
accomplished, the other cam will come into cutting blade 97 and is held moved
action, and shift the button holder back by means of a spring 117. When theforward
thread
again so as to complete the group of stitches deflector, therefore, carries the threads
0 in the first pair of eyes; then the machine against the outer end of this holder 99, the 75
will stop automaticaliy.
holder will yield to the movement of the
The machine is provided with means for thread
deflector and the threads will be car
cutting the threads and clamping the looper ried against
sharp cutting edge of the
thread. This is accomplished by means of blade 97 andthe
will be severed. The thread
5
a stationary cutting blade 97 which is se deflector is so positioned that it only engages 80
cured to the underface of the fabric sup the
of the needle thread loop on the
porting plate 67, and a movable thread de looperlimbwhich
runs to the eye of the needle.
flector 98. Cooperating with the movable It
is
not
necessary
to cut both of the strands
2 thread deflector is a yielding thread holder of the needle thread loop.
0 99 for clamping the looper thread and hold It will be noted that the threads are 85
ing the same until after a series of stitches clamped or held by the thread deflector and
have been made so as to insure proper stitch
below the edge of the cutting blade,
formation at the starting of the stitching of holder
and
therefore,
the end of the looper thread
25 a button. The thread deflector 98 is carried extending to the eye of the looper is held
by an arm 100, which is rigidly attached to while the other end of the looper thread 90
a sleeve 101. This sleeve is journaled on the running
the fabric, is released. When the
looper shaft 26 and is connected to an outer fabric istoremoved
from the machine, the
sleeve 102 surrounding the looper shaft and needle thread running
from the eye of the
spaced
therefrom
by
means
of
a
set
screw
30
needle
down
through
the
fabric to the point
103. The sleeve 102 at its rear end is sup where it is cut, will be pulled
the 95
ported by a bushing 104 and is provided fabric, and the other cut end ofthrough
the
needle
with an arm 105 to which a link 106 is con thread will be pulled from the holder, but
nected (see Fig. 10). The link 106 is pivot the
looper thread will remain held by the
ed to an arm 107 carried by a rock shaft 108 holder
as long as the thread retainer is in
(see Fig. 14). This rock shaft 108 is this position
the left of the needle and 00
mounted in a suitable bracket 109 fixed to holding the to
thread
against the yielding
the standard of the machine. The rock holder 97. It is understood,
of course, that
shaft 108 carries an arm 110 provided with the actuating cam plate for the
thread cut
le
111.
The
control
disk
87
is
carried
ter
is
so
positioned
that
the
thread
is cut
4.0.
a hub 112 which is mounted to rotate after the last stitch is formed, and just
be 105
Feely on a stub shaft 113 rigidly supported fore the machine stops. The end of the
by the overhanging arm 3. This control looper thread is, however, held until after
disk 87 has a ring 114 secured to the oppo several
stitches are formed, before the thread
45 site face thereof from the concentric groove deflector is again moved to the right as
above described. This ring is concentric to viewed in Fig. 5, for its next operation after 0
the axis of rotation of the control disk, and the
finishing of the stitching -of the next
is provided with a cam plate 115. The roller button.
111 is yieldingly held in contact, with the The machine is provided with means for
5 0 ring 114 and the cam plate 115, when it applying a tension to the needle thread, for
passes beneath the roller, will swing the rock releasing this tension and pulling thread 115
shaft 108, and through the link 106, will from the supply. This releasing of the ten
oscillate the sleeve which carries the thread ision
pulling thread from the supply
deflector. A spring 116 is connected to the occursand
just
before the machine stops. e
55 arm 107 and to the overhanging arm of the needle thread passes between tension disks
machine. This spring normally tends to
which are pressed yieldingly together by 120
turn the rock shaft 108 so as to hold the a118
spring
119. A rockshaft 120 is provided
roller in engagement with the ring 114, or with an arm
which carries a tapered pin
the cam plate 115, whichever may be pass 122 which is 121
adapted
to move between the
ing the roller. The spring holds the thread tension disks 118 and separate
the same when
60.
deflectorin its retracted position, and to the the arm 121 is raised as viewed
Fig. 125
right of the needle path, as viewed in Fig. 15. The arm is yieldingly movedindown
5. When the camplate 115 engages the
by means of a spring 123. The shaft
roller 111, it will swing the thread deflector wardly
120
carries
124 on its opposite end,
to the left, as viewed in this figure, and and this arman124arm
is
provided
a laterally
05 cause the thread deflector to engage but one bent portion 125, which lies with
in the path of 30

6
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thread is to insure that the looper on
movement of a lug 126 carried by the ring -er
going
on the last stitch, will not
114. This lug 126 engages the deflected end pull theforward
end of its thread out of the gripping
of the arm 124 just before the machine stops, and cutting
deviceNWhenwiththethemachine
and swings the shaft 120 very quickly so as reaches its stopping
needle 70
to carry the finger in between the tension at its extreme upper point
position, the notch in
disks and release the tension on the needle
the cam disk has just passed the arm, and
thread. The needle thread after passing therefore,
the machine starts to sew
through the tension disk, passes through the on the nextwhen
the proper tension is 75
eye 127 in an arm 128 mounted at the outer applied to thebutton,
looper thread.
10 end of the arm 121. Guide pins 129 are
The machine is provided with a stop
spaced from each other on the overhanging mechanism
for stopping the machine at a
arm 3, and the arm 128 is adapted to move predetermined
time. This stop mechanism
upwardly
between
these
pins.
The
needle
is
shown
in
Figures
22 to 24, inclusive. 80
thread passes below the pins, and therefore,
5 when the arm moves upwardly, it will pull Mounted on the main shaft 12 is a belt pull
ley 130. The belt pulley is free on the shaft.
the thread against the pins and will draw Associated
the belt pulley is a driving
slack thread through the tensions which are ring 131. with
Between the driving ring and
opened by the finger, and thus it will draw the
belt pulley is a friction disk 132, and a 85
thread from the supply. It will be noted
20 that the lug 126 is very short, and in fact, spring 133 normally forces the driving pull
ley into frictional driving contact with the
the tension release and pull-off are operated driving
ring 131. Mounted on the shaft 12
just for an instant before the machine stops. is a collar
134. This collar is fixed to the
By this arrangement, the pull-off will pull
by a set screw. The collar is provided 90.
thread from the supply through the opened shaft
25 tension, and will give up the slack pulled with an arm 135 which is formed with an
inclined or eccentric face 136 which is asso
off from the supply, so that when the ma ciated
inner face of the driving
terial is removed from the machine, the pull ring 131.withAthe
roll
137 lies between the eccen
ing of the needle thread from the material tric face 136 on the
arm 135 and the inner 95
will pull this slack from the eye of the concentric face of the
driving ring. A
30 needle, and furnish a sufficient amount of
arm 138 is attached to a plate 139
thread to insure a proper concatenation of spring
which is rigid on the collar 134. This
the loops on the very first stitch. Means is spring
normallyFig.presses
the roller to the left,
also provided for releasing the tension on as viewed
24, to the position shown . 00
the looper thread. The looper thread on the in Fig. 23, inwhere
the roller grips the driving
35 way to the looper passes between the tension
ring to the arm carried by the collar 134
disks 150 and thence into a tube 151 and which
is rigid on the main shaft, and this
along the cylindrical arm to the looper. will cause
the driving ring to actuate the
The tension disks 150 are normally held driving shaft.
mounted on the ro
pressed together by means of a spring 152. tating shaft is aFreely
lever 140. The lever 140 05
40 The arm 153 is mounted on a shaft 154 car
swung relative to the shaft, is adapted
ried by a bracket 156. Also rigid with this when
engage the roller and move it from the
shaft 154 is an arm 157 which extends up to
position shown in Fig. 23, to the position
wardly and is held by suitable spring means shown
in Fig. 24,contact
where with
it is the
out ofdriving
fric 110
in engagement with the periphery of the tional
gripping
45 control disk 87. Said disk is provided with
a notch 158. The end of the arm 153 is ring. This lever projects downwardly and
to engage a bar 141 when the bar
positioned so as to lie midway between the isis adapted
raised
to
position shown in Fig. 24.
outer faces of the disks 150 and is wedge will thus the
be seen that when the bar is 5
shaped so that when the outer end is de It
50 pressed, it will wedge in between the disks raised, it will engage the lever 140, and re
the driving shaft from the driving
and separate the same, thus releasing the lease
ring.
A yielding lever arm 142 slides over
tension
on the looper thread. It will thus
be seen that when the control disk reaches the end of the bar 141 and engages the other
the right position, the arm 157 dropping in side thereof as shown in Fig. 24. The bar 120
55 the notch, 158 will actuate the arm 153 so 141 is provided with a lug which is adapted
against the face of a control disk
as to release the tension on the looper thread. to bearThis
control disk has a notch formed
The notch is preferably so positioned as to 143.
its surface, and a spring 144 normally
receive the arm while the needle is making in
the up-stroke of the last stitch. The torsion raising the bar 141, forces the lug into the
60 spring will cause the arm to enter the notch notch. So it is that when the notch regis
with the lug, the spring will raise the
and thus release the tension on the looper ters
bar 141 and cause the machine to stop. On
thread. At this time, of course, the thread the
other hand, when the bar. 141 is de
nipping device has gripped the needle and pressed
through a suitable treadle connec
looper threads and is cutting them off. The tion,
it
is
withdrawn from the path of move 130
65 purpose of releasing the tension on the loop
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ment of the lever arm 140, releasing the lever fabric from the supporting plate for the
arm, and then it is that the spring 133 op

fabric, and then the jaws are separated by
erates to force the roller over into frictional the
lever so as to release the button
gripping contact with the driving ring. whenhand
the fabric and button are removed

The control disk 143 is stepped around by
means of a feeding pawl 145 which is actu
ated by an eccentric 146 on the main shaft.
This stop mechanism per se, forms no part
of the present invention, but is shown, de
0. scribed and claimed in an application filed
May 9, 1927, jointly by William B. Long and
Philip B. Clarke, Serial No. 189,997.
It is not thought necessary to describe in
great detail the operation of the machine.
5 The button is placed in the button holder,
the button holder raised and the fabric
placed beneath the button holder and on
the shifting plate. After the button and
fabric are properly positioned, then the
20 stop mechanism is released so that the ma
chine is set in operation. The needle will

from the machine. The thread running
down through the fabric to the cutter will
be pulled through the fabric, and this pull
ing of the thread through the fabric will
pull the slack thread through the eye of the
needle, and thus furnish an ample supply
of needle thread for the beginning of the

70

5

first stitch in the stitching of the next but
ton. This removal of the fabric from the

machine will also pull the other end of the

severed needle thread from the holder. This
is the end which is attached to the fabric.

30

The looper thread, however, running from
the thread cutter to the eye of the looper is
held by the thread deflector, pressing the
thread against the yielding holder, and this S5
end
of the looper thread remains clamped
enter one of the pairs of eyes at in the but or held
by the thread holder until after
ton, as shown in Fig. 18, and it will then several stitches
are formed, and this insures
be vibrated and pass into the other end of that the first stitch,
the stitching of the
5 said pair. The needle thread is indicated at next button will be inproperly
formed and 90
t in this figure. A series of stitches is thus
formed, laying four threads, between the It will be apparent from the above that
eyes of the pair ae. The button is then a button
sewing machine has been provided
shifted to the position shown in Fig. 19,
30 and the needle is then carried over one of which is very simple in construction for
stitching flat buttons having a plurality of 9.5
the eyes in the pair of eyes indicated at ty. eyes
to a fabric. The machine can be read
As the needle is moved laterally, it will pass ily adjusted
for different size buttons. It
into the other eye of the pair y, and a can also be readily
adjusted for stitching a
series of stitches are again formed until button having two eyes
a button having
possibly seven or cight threads are laid four eyes. There are noor parts
which are 0:0
across the button. The shifting of the but vibrated during the stitching of the
button
ton is accomplished by a cam on the control other than the reciprocation of the needle,
disk moving the rocker arm from one con
looper and the thread retainer. In other
centric groove to the other. The button the
words,
button clamp and the fabric are
stays in the position indicated in Figures shifted the
twice
during the stitching of a four
19 and 20 until these two groups of threads eyed button, but
they are not vibrated at
are laid between the eyes in the pairy. Then each stitch formation.
reduces greatly
the button and fabric are again shifted back the power necessary to This
the
operation
the
to the position shown in Fig. 21. The nee machine. The thread cutter and theoften
dle now again penetrates one of the eyes in sion release and pull-off are all actuated by 10
the pair as and will vibrate laterally from one
control
disk, and
this again
reduces
the
one eye to the other of this pair, until the number
of
parts
necessary
in
the
organiza
group of threads joining these eyes is fin
the button sewing machine.
ished. Prefe. ably eight threads are laid tionIt isofobvious
that minor changes in the de
from one eye to the other. As the last tails of construction
and the arrangement
stitch is formed, the control cam for the of the parts may be made
without departing
thread deflector moves the thread deflector from the spirit of the invention
as set forth
into contact with the looper thread indi in the appended claims.
cated atloop,
l, and the limb t' of the needle Having thus described the invention, what
; thread
and these threads are carried I claim as new and desire to secure by Let lc)
against the holder 99 and then against the ters
is
cutting edge of the cutter blade 97. This 1. Patent,
button asewing
machine, including a
cuts the threads, and as soon as the threads buttonA holder,
needle, means for vibrating
are cut, the stop mechanism automatically said needle laterally,
an oscillat
stops the machine. Just before the machine ing needle supportingincluding
gate,
a
shaft,
stopped, the tension was released, and a cer on said shaft having an eccentricallya disc
ar
tain amount of thread pulled from the sup ranged groove, a concentric member on said
E. which was given up to the needle he shaft, a rod provided with a forked end hav
35 fore the machine stopped. The presser bar ing a sliding engagement with said concen
is raised, which lifts the button clamp and tric member, a roller on said rod engaging 3.
concatenated.

-
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needle thread from the supply, and
said groove, and devices for connecting said pulling
giving
up
thread to the needle just
rod to said gate, an oscillating thread carry prior to thesaid
stopping
the machine.
ing looper cooperating with said needle, a 6. A button sewingofmachine
a
control disk, and means operated thereby button holder, a needle, means forincluding
vibrating
for shifting said button holder at predeter said needle laterally, a control disk having O
mined intervals in a direction at right angles concentric grooves on the side face thereof,
to the lateral movement of the needle.
arm having a yielding stud adapted
2. A button sewing machine including a atorocker
engage
concentrie groove, devices for 75
button holder, a needle, means for vibrating connecting asaid
rocker arm to said button
said needle laterally, an oscillating thre:Ll holder for shifting
button holder, aud
carrying looper cooperating with said needle, means carried by saidthecontrol
disk for shift
a control disk, means operated thereby for ing said yielding stud from one
concentrie
shifting said button holder at predetermined groove to the other at predetermined
inter
intervals, said looper oscillating in a fixed vals.
it working position, and a loop retainer for 7. A button sewing machine including a
moving the needle thread loop back on the button holder, a needle, means for vibrating
looper at each stitch formation.
needle laterally, a control disk having
3. A button sewing machine including a said
concentric
on the side face thereoi,
button holder, a needle, means for vibrating a rocker armgrooves
having
a yielding stud adapte
said needle laterally, an oscillating thread to engage a concentric
groove, devices for
carrying looper cooperating with said needle, connecting said rocker arm
to said button
a control disk, means operated thereby for holder for shifting the button
shifting said button holder at predetermined means carried by said control disk forholder,
shift
intervals, said looper oscillating in a fixed
said yielding stud from one concentric 9).
:;2. working position, a loop retainer for mov ing
to the other at predetermined inter
ing the needle thread loop back on the ER groove
vals,
said
devices connecting the rocker arm
er at each stitch formation, and a stop mech to the button
holder being adjustable for
anism for stopping the machine at the com varying the amount
of lateral shift given to
pletion of the button sewing operation.
the
button
holder,
and
said means for vi
4. A button sewing machine including a brating said needle laterally
3.
adjust
button holder, a needle, means for vibrating able for varying the amount ofbeing
lateral
move
said needle laterally, an oscillating thread
imparted to the needle.
carrying looper cooperating with said needle, ment
8. A button sewing machine including a 100
a control disk, means operated thereby for fabric
supporting plate, a button holder for
35 shifting said button holder at predetermined supporting
a button above said fabric, said
intervals, said looper oscillating in a fixed button holder
having means for engaging
working position, a loop retainer for moving the fabric, means
whereby said button hold
the needle thread loop back on the looper er may be raised from
the fabric, means for Cf
at each stitch formation, a stop mechanism shifting the button holder
and fabric sup
for
stopping
the
machine
at
the
completion'
iO
porting
plate
laterally
of
the
lateral vibra
of the button sewing operation, a thread tions of the needle, a needle, means
for vi
cutting mechanism, and looper thread hold brating said needle laterally, including
an
er, and means operated by said control disk oscillating needle supporting gate, a shaft,
for cutting the needle thread and clamping a lever pivoted intermediate its ends, a link 10
; the looper thread just prior to the stopping connecting said lever to said gate, a disc on
of the machine.
shaft having an eccentrically arranged
5. A button sewing machine including a said
groove,
a concentric member on said shaft,
button holder, a needle, means for vibrat a rod having
a forked end having a sliding 15
ing said needle laterally, an oscillating engagement
with
said concentric member, a
50 thread carrying looper cooperating with said roller on said rod adapted to engage said
needle, a control disk, means operated there groove, and means for adjustably connecting
by for shifting said button holder at pre said rod to said lever for oscillating the
determined intervals, said looper oscillating needle gate, and a thread carrying looper co
in a fixed working position, a loop retainer operating with said needle.
20
for, moving the needle thread loop back on 9. A button sewing machine including a
the looper at each stitch formation, a stop fabric supporting plate, a button holder for
mechanism for stopping the machine at the supporting a button above said fabric, said
completion of the button sewing operation, button holder having means for engaging
a thread cutting mechanism and looper the fabric, means whereby said buttonholder
60 thread holder, means operated by said con
may be raised from the fabric, means for
trol disk for cutting the needle thread and shifting
the button
holder and fabric sup
clamping the looper thread just prior to porting plate
laterally of the lateral vibra
the stopping of the machine, a tension re tions of the needle,
needle, means for vi
lease and pull-off, and devices operated by brating said needlea laterally
including a 130
65 said control disk for opening the tension,
s )
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needle gate, a lever pivoted intermediate its
ends, a link connecting said lever to said
gate, a shaft, a rod having endwise sliding
engagement with said shaft, a disc on the
shaft, a cam groove in the disc, a roller on
said rod engaging said cam groove, said rod
having an adjustable connection with said
lever whereby said needle is vibrated lateral
ly and whereby the throw of the needle may
O be varied, and a thread carrying looper co
operating with said needle, said means for
shifting the button holder and fabric sup
porting pla being adjustable whereby the
extent of movement imparted thereto may
s be varied.

10. A button sewing machine including a

button holder, a needle, means for vibrating
the needle laterally, an oscillating thread
carrying looper cooperating with the needle,
20 a control disk, means operated thereby for
shifting the button holder at predetermined
intervals, a combined thread cutter and
holder, a tension, a tension release and pull
of for the needle thread, a tension for the
looper thread, a tension release for said
looper thread, devices operated by said con
trol disk for pulling needle thread from the
supply at the completion of the button sew
ing
operation and for supplying the same to
30

the needle, devices o E. by the control

disk
for cutting, and clamping the needle
and looper threads, and devices operated by

35

the control disk for releasing the tension on
the looper thread as the looper thread is
clamped so as to prevent the looper from
pulling the thread from the holder therefor.

In testimony whereof, I affix my signature.
ARVD ERCSSON.
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